
Difference and similarity in Edwin Tanner by Charles Nodrum 
 
“One day I will create a painting that bleats like the bleat of a reticent, complex, sensitive man against the 
regimentation of physics, political science, the makers of lists, the mob, and against large, passionate prize-
winning paintings.” 
 
“Painting is approached with either western philosophy, music and poetry (including my own) in mind or eye 
or ear.” 
 
 
Many artists make statements about their works and most are quickly forgotten.  Tanner’s are harder to 
dismiss. To the first ringing declaration above – fist in the air and hand on the heart – the only change I would 
suggest is to the first two words: “One day” ? No – most days! All of his work is reticent, complex and sensitive; 
and elliptical, quizzical and poignant.  Beneath the seemingly dry and cerebral humour beats a sensitive heart – 
and equally sensitive nerves remain alive and taut.  As for the second, closer to a user’s manual than a 
declaration of intent, it’s quite a hard ask.  I’ll come to that later.   
 
Tanner is often seen as "different" (and hence "difficult") and even "neglected". There is right and wrong on all 
counts. 
 
"Neglect" implies a failure to exhibit in recognised commercial and public spaces and, as a result, receiving no 
critical evaluation; this in turn will minimise acquisitions by public and private collections which have long been 
the life blood of any artist. For Tanner this is simply not the case. He held commercial exhibitions at Rudy 
Komon, Barry Stern and Terry Clune - in Sydney, Bonython - in Adelaide, and the Museum of Modern 
Art, South Yarra, Argus, Strines, Powell Street and Realities - in Melbourne. He was invited into the high level 
prizes of his day - Travelodge and Georges and the Helena Rubenstein Scholarship.  By the mid 60s, ten years 
after he graduated from art school, he had been acquired by the NGV, the AGNSW, the "National" collection 
(later to become the NGA) the TMAG and the AGSA; private collectors included John and Sunday Reed, Kym 
Bonython, Harold Mertz and Margaret Carnegie. In short, a roll call of many of the best. In the critical field, he 
received sound coverage in Alan McCulloch's Encyclopaedia, respectful (if occasionally puzzled) reviews of his 
exhibitions, and a monograph article in Art and Australia. This can’t be described as “neglect”. 
 
"Different" implies someone hard to categorise and here the case is more tangled. In our world the standard 
professional expectation is that one chooses a career and follows that single path. Hobbies are allowed (golf, 
woodwork, gardening, painting, sailing, etc) but if these start intruding into the professional life then red lights 
start flashing. Particularly in the Anglo Saxon world the idea of a dual career tends to be viewed with suspicion 
and I suspect that Tanner's public insistence in classing himself both as engineer and as artist (fully qualified 
and practising on both counts) ran the partial risk of him being seen as neither - if only for the reason that 
embarking on two separate careers does risk failure on both fronts. This was not the case for Tanner: he 
maintained the respect of his peers on both fronts. This leads to a general look at dual careers. 
 
They come in all sorts and shapes. Mostly the two are linked: the poet / professor (A.D. Hope), the artist / 
teacher (Fred McCubbin), the priest / philosopher (Thomas Acquinas) and the house-painter/artist painter 
(Ralph Balson). All of these differ from the hobby artist (Winston Churchill used painting as a form of 
relaxation) on the one hand, and the tribes of artists who take on harsh or alien jobs to keep body and soul 
together (such as Shaw Nielson digging fence posts). Tanner seems to fall between the two. It's easy to see 
him becoming fascinated (literally) with the machines, electrical circuits, cranes and similar structures present 
in his engineering life (as well as the planes and bicycles he flew and rode) to the point where their utilitarian 
function virtually evaporates; all we are left with are these strange and intriguing shapes which, like Tanner the 
man, still keep a foot in both the aesthetic and the functional fields. In this, he seems to seek beauty in utility, 
and art in engineering. Since we are looking at the art side, we naturally focus on the beauty side and I, for 
one, do see these paintings as beautiful.  
 
But if the useful can be seen as beautiful, can utility be found in beauty? In other words, can this beauty that 
seeps out of them do us any good? Tanner the engineer would claim that the bridges and power lines he 
designed would improve our lives. Would Tanner the artist make the same claim for his paintings? This will 
depend on how 'improve' is defined. The classical Greeks found beauty (even something sacred) in geometry, 



and the contemplation of proportions and ratios was seen as something good in itself. In the 1960s Clement 
Greenberg was insisting on the autonomy of the work of art as a self contained and self referential entity in its 
own right. On the other side, political and religious leaders have always required images to commemorate and 
glorify - the messages varying according to the circumstances: "This man died to expiate your sins", "This 
general defeated the invading hordes pillaging our fatherland", "These muscular Soviet workers are cheerful 
because they've been freed from the bonds of capitalism", etc.  None of these systems work. Christians keep 
sinning; nationalists can't sleep at night for fear the hordes might invade again; the workers might be better 
off but they're still workers. And for every aesthete who finds uplift in Plato's geometric shapes or Greenberg's 
fields of colour there are dozens who greet such works with bafflement or derision. 
  
Obviously the first way past this old dilemma is to walk away from the fundamentalist dichotomy on which it's 
grounded. Both extremes are impossible by themselves so it's small surprise that Tanner wanted it both ways - 
there is always a strict attention to formal values and always something of a story or message as well. This 
applies to Tanner from start to finish.  In the 50s the work is predominantly representational, the content 
focussing on offices, factories and machinery. Their intent is fairly straightforward: the stick limbs and 
emaciated bodies of the clerks and engineers who work in them have occasionally led to comparisons with his 
French contemporary, Bernard Buffet - but I find this unconvincing. Buffet may have pioneered a "look", even 
a style, but there never seemed to be any ulterior philosophy. Hence my preference in this dangerous quest 
for influences and parallels falls on Giacometti, whose gaunt figures have an obvious existential reading: 
gutted, reduced to bare bones, they can be seen as symbolic of the restricted life, be it moral, economic, 
political or spiritual. But there the lines divide: the continental frame of mind at the time was imbued with a 
sense of tragedy which is never present in Tanner. Even in the dark works of the next decade a sense of the 
ludicrous and the absurd always seems to transcend any sense of pain or tragedy. If The Board of Directors or 
The Science Faculty hit the mark, it’s with detached irony rather than social resentment. 
 
For Tanner, as for so many Australian artists, the 60s proved a decade of change and experiment. Whilst his 
work has little resemblance to others, this might be explained by the sheer breadth of the various modes he 
explored. At the time artists were using texture (Lynn, Clarke, Hodgkinson), collage (Annandale Realists), 
assemblage (Klippel), primitive and iconic forms (French, Kemp, Johnson, Centre 5), the grid (Hickey, and 
numerous others) - as well as the new paints (acrylic and PVA). Further afield in both history and geography, 
Guy Stuart, a colleague and personal friend commented "Edwin was well informed and it would be naïve to 
believe he was unaware of the modernist constructivist bent of earlier 20th century art: the Picasso who made 
the guitar, the heavy brigade of the Russian avant garde, Jean Arp's painted wood reliefs, the assemblages of 
Kurt Schwitters, and so on." (I'd venture to include Tanguy's surreal atmospheric perspectives and critics 
quickly picked up the connection with Paul Klee’s cross disciplinary approach).  All this adds up to a highly 
complex set of ingredients and Tanner seems to have employed them all. Just for good measure, his 
iconography was more firmly abstracted (his primitivist heads look more at home on an Aztec temple than a 
Melbourne drawing room) and his surfaces occasionally employed the free flowing gestural or calligraphic 
marks of the painterly abstractionists at the time. In all this he wasn’t different at all: engaging so seamlessly 
with his times makes him almost exemplary.  If difference is anywhere, it’s in his prodigal appetite for so many 
different modes and media.  In addition, his philosophical studies had brought him in contact with formal 
logical notation and, indirectly, the emerging discipline of semiotics which explores how signs in general (from 
logical and mathematical notation, through letters and numbers, hieroglyphs and pictograms, to road signs 
and the like) can carry meaning and be understood by the viewer. I can think of no other Australian artist 
whose intellectual, aesthetic and technical interest ranged so widely, still less who actually incorporated them 
in their work. No wonder he is hard to place.     
 
In the 70s the mood changes. The boxed, dark, enclosed spaces give way to more open, spacious, large and 
high keyed works. Broadly brushed, they use a subtly modulated monochrome ground.  A suite of astrological 
canvases testing his feel for sweeping gestures is followed by the Emigration series, named after the 1973 
painting of that title; these are characterised by sharply accented vertical lines and forms at the centre and 
extreme left and right hand sides.  Affinities to minimalism and lyrical abstraction spring to mind but, as usual 
with Tanner, all is not quite what it seems. In the same way he had used texture and assemblage as a means to 
an end (and not as aesthetic ends in themselves) so he used fields of colour for purposes way beyond therir 
original purist intentions. For, whilst balanced and serene, their origins may be from a darker autobiographical 
source: their roots can be formed in a series of drawings some of which can be read as highly schematised 
depictions of his childhood home in Port Kembla and others of the family house in Melbourne, which he was 



soon to leave. If so, they would remember one emigration and predate another. Thereafter the work reduces 
in scale whilst re-engaging with collage, this time with plastic toys, garden and kitchen ware. 
  
Finally - and to fill out the initial look at Tanner as "different" - it's worth considering the Tanner seen as 
"difficult". There's ambiguity here: is it the man or his art? Tanner the man - was he difficult? Yes. Physical 
health problems dogged him (he was in chronic pain from 1967 following a stroke) as did psychological (the 
Emigration drawings were done whilst undergoing psychiatric treatment); his engineering practice began to 
suffer; finances were strained; not surprisingly, family life was unsettled till he left home in 1978. If he showed 
with an unusually wide range of galleries, this was due to his reluctance to give the usual exclusive state rights 
that allow the gallery to nurture and build a long-term clientele. This was not helped by a quixotic attitude to 
pricing his paintings: he put a figure of $25,000 on In my Father's House in 1978 – double or treble its value at 
the time.   
 
But what were, and remain, unique were the demands he makes on us in evaluating his work. Most artists are 
content to see their work examined for its formal or expressive qualities but Tanner wants us to keep in mind 
quite different areas of human creativity - philosophy, music and poetry - all this in direct conflict with the 
prevailing aesthetic of his day. This places a heavy critical burden on the viewer so it’s small wonder if it seems 
overwhelming.  But to be fair, he is not demanding we disentangle all these various threads that feed into his 
works, rather he is inviting us to enjoy them.  In this he questions the purist approach of (and to) Modernism 
and reaffirms the wider, cross-discipline practice of the Renaissance where historians have regularly analysed 
the literary and philosophical influences in the visual arts. This pluralist approach can also be seen as more 
post-modernist in its exploration and celebration of multiple interpretations – the more the merrier.  His titles 
give us hints, never indications: If death should keep his old domain … and Ozymandias seem to generate 
issues rather than resolve them.  To move into the field of language, we might see his paintings not as 
indicative or exclamatory (still less imperatives, as are so many programmatic works – “Repent your sins!” 
“Remember the Fatherland!” “Be loyal to Marxist principles!”) but rather as interrogative.  They don’t make 
statements or give orders - they ask questions. And because the “questions come from other disciplinary fields 
they come from unexpected angles.  In military terms we might see each work not as a frontal attack but as a 
reconnaissance patrol or an outflanking raid - in this case, probably a raid on the inarticulate. In all this he may 
have had fellow minds internationally but in Australia he was unique.  And for those who feel 'unique' is too 
strong a word I'll risk an Orwellism: all artists are unique but Tanner was more unique than others.  
 
 
 


